Maximize Value through Grants Management

The success of a grant program is reflected in its results for the American taxpayer. We help agencies spend more time achieving program goals than on administrative compliance.

ManTech has been providing grants management support to the federal government for more than 20 years. We combine technology, standardized processes, outreach programs, and data analysis to support the awarding agency while minimizing the impact on grantees. Our services help agencies reduce redundant reporting, collect objective-driven data, and reward organizations that achieve meaningful results.

Awarding Agency Lifecycle Support

Throughout the grants management lifecycle, ManTech offers holistic solutions that incorporate strategic technologies, effective project management practices, and efficient financial management methodologies.

Grants Training and Knowledge Transfer

Effective grants management depends on well-trained administrators and managers. ManTech develops and delivers customized grants management training and provides technical assistance to customers who award and monitor grants.

Grants Accountability Support

ManTech helps customers develop financial and programmatic internal controls that support performance excellence, satisfy audits, and build the infrastructure they need to support their programs.

Grant administrators report spending an estimated 45%* of their time monitoring financial and non-financial requirements. ManTech helps awarding agencies and grantees spend less time on administrative compliance and more time achieving measurable — and meaningful — results.

**Awarding Agency Lifecycle Support**

Grants administration follows a regulated path from pre-award to closeout. ManTech services encompass critical success elements for the grants lifecycle.

**Infrastructure Maturation** – ManTech assists with the development of policies and procedures that are compliant with existing and emerging requirements. To increase efficiencies, we help agencies standardize data and leverage technology for collection and workflows.

**Technical Assistance** – For awarding agencies, ManTech supports scoping, preparing, and implementing desk reviews, as well as onsite and virtual business system reviews. We provide technical assistance to recipients for the execution and reporting of awarding funds.

**Result Validation** – ManTech develops and implements technology-enabled risk assessment processes that let agencies, as stewards of public funds, balance program results and financial management requirements. We help to ease the burden of compliance by embedding audit preparation within the full scope of the grants lifecycle.

**Grants Training and Knowledge Transfer**

ManTech tailors our training services to fit a customer’s culture, enterprise maturity, and mission. Our subject matter experts develop sustainable training using common terminology and industry-standard tools and techniques that promote knowledge transfer. ManTech provides relevant case studies, checklists, and best practices for execution, control, reporting, and accounting. We develop and deliver instructor-led training courses, as well as Section 508-compliant e-learning modules that are accessible across the grants community.

ManTech's grants training support in the federal market includes work for the Department of Agriculture, Department of Homeland Security, and the National Science Foundation.

**Grants Accountability Support**

Operating under intense pressure to reduce spending and improve outcomes, awarding agencies and grantees need robust internal controls support to meet accountability expectations. ManTech supports the grants community by:

- Evaluating and recommending policies aligned to mission and regulatory requirements
- Documenting and standardizing business processes
- Assessing the risks inherent in the underlying business processes
- Identifying, documenting, and implementing specific control activities
- Interpreting auditor or external stakeholder assessments
- Crafting collaborative responses to audit findings
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**Grants Management Body Of Knowledge (GMBoK) Guide**

Our subject matter experts collaborated with the National Grants Management Association (NGMA) to write and produce the Grants Management Body of Knowledge Guide, which provides a comprehensive resource to navigate the field of grants management.

To learn more or to buy a copy of the GMBoK Guide, visit [www.ngma.org](http://www.ngma.org).
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